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“Success isn’t overnight, it’s born out of hunger, isolation, defeat, self-doubt, and grit. In this social 

media obsessed world we live in; people always want to show things (and life) through an Instagram 

filter of perfection. I try to keep it real but put a funny angle on it.” Mr. Controversial.  

Collectors and Celebrities have been snapping up Mr Controversial’s artwork since the release of his 

first collection, Pulp Fiction. He is the most talked about emerging artist in the current art market and 

has been compared to the likes of The Connor Brothers and Harland Miller. He cast a shadow over 

Battersea’s established Affordable Art Fair due to his humour, wit, and controversy and quickly became 

our top selling artist on the stand.   
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Mr Controversial will be returning to Turner Art Perspective to exhibit his new, highly anticipated 

collection “IT’S ALL JUST F**KING WORDS”. Debuting at our Shenfield Gallery on the 15th of February 

to unveil new pieces and an impressive spin on his art.  

You’re invited to meet Mr Controversial, join us for drinks and immerse yourself in his brilliant, new 

artworks! 

 

About the artist 

Mr Controversial is a thirty-three-year-old, London based artist who; transforms vintage imagery 

relegated to the past and brings it back to life with oil paint, silkscreen printing and relatable captions 

that tell comical, satirical, and sometimes dark stories. He plays with the concept of ‘The Familiar 

Surprise’. You’ve not seen this image before presented in this way, but it reminds you of something 

familiar. He creates Imagery that elicits an emotional response and triggers a nostalgic or cultural 

memory packaged in satirical, relatable captions and quotes.  

 

The Works 

“‘IT’S ALL JUST F**KING WORDS’ are relatable truths wrapped in sarcasm and satire. I would 

describe my collection as a ‘hero’s journey’ and the telling of my own personal experiences and what I 

observe in the world.” Mr. Controversial. 

His recent body of work is described as relatable truths wrapped in sarcasm and satire. This collection 

conveys a minimalist approach to ensure 100% of the observer’s attention, is on the words written, 

which is further reinforced by his painting technique. Mr Controversial is thirty-three years old and grew 

up in West London. His artistic journey began when studying Photography at college, it is here where 

he fell in love with the creative freedom that art permits. This taste for creativity and freedom of 

expression led him to study a degree in film production at London Southbank University. He left 

University hungry for fun and success, however he was met with something entirely different from what 

he imagined. A familiar feeling for most, being underwhelmed with life, as you become part of a system 

you never envisioned yourself being in. For the next 10 years he worked for digital advertising a period 

in his life which he described as “soul destroying and miserable” and “stuck in a spiral of living for the 

weekend”. After being made redundant and feeling disillusioned by the working world, he decided to 

pursue his own creative dreams and became artist Mr Controversial.  

“When I’m not creating in the studio, I spend many hours in my favourite West London coffee shop 

sketching out ideas and playing with concepts. Many people come in and out throughout the day and I 

like to earwig in on conversations, deconstruct them, and almost psychoanalyze them. I then put them 

back together with a funny twist and use that as a basis for a piece of art, I create the imagery around 

the caption. A lot of my work is based on conversations I’ve personally listened in on or things I’ve seen 

on social media posts or comments.  I always try to find the funny angle, especially with stuff that’s 

often quite dark. I have a fearless approach to my work, whether that’s taking the p*** out of gluten 

intolerance, social media influencers, online dating or our own insecurities that rattle around in our 

minds fuelled by advertising, consumerism, and capitalism.” Mr. Controversial. 
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Exhibition Information: 

Date:  15th February 2023 

Time: 18:00 – 21:00  

Venue: Turner Art Perspective, 21 Hutton Road, Shenfield, Essex, CM15 8JU 

Shenfield station is 20 minutes on the train from London Liverpool Street 

MEET MR CONTROVERSIAL IN PERSON  |  FREE ENTRY  

Email: info@turnerartperspective.com 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1245 248662 (Chelmsford) 

Telephone: +44 (0) 1277 500554 (Shenfield) 

Email: artontap@tapgalleries.com 

Website: www.turnerartperspective.com 

Find out more about the artwork on show and the artists on the Turner Art Perspective website at 

www.turnerartperspective.com 

 

Notes to editors: 

About Turner Art Perspective: 

 

Turner Art Perspective is a UK based art gallery in Essex, representing a growing portfolio of 

international artists which they exhibit at some of the world’s leading art fairs. Established by art dealer 

and framer, Soo Turner, with 29 years’ experience in the art business. 

Turner Art Perspective Art Gallery represent established and emerging artists from around the world, 

who they exhibit in their UK galleries, host with pop-up shows in London, curate at exhibitions in 

Europe, and exhibit at fairs in the USA, Europe, and Asia. 

Soo Turner likes to combine the marketing of mainstream artworks with the promotion of unknown 

artists and photographers early in their careers, such as the now celebrated Connor Brothers, Joe 

Webb and Dan Baldwin who they exhibit at some of the world’s leading art fairs. 

Projects & collaborations include Selfridges, London Design Festival, Icon Magazine, Grand Designs, 

Chaplin’s of London, Edinburgh Festival, Made in Chelsea, and South Place Hotel. 

Turner Art Perspective galleries are based in Chelmsford & Shenfield in Essex, UK. The Chelmsford 

Gallery is located in a converted barn on a 3,000-acre farm which is ideal to host exhibitions whilst 

enjoying the beautiful setting. The Shenfield gallery is a white-walled space located in a charming retail 

suburb. 
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